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“I am unaware of any support in the American constitutional tradition . . . for the proposition that a defendant can avail himself of the panoply of appellate and collateral procedures and then complain when his execution is delayed.”

Introduction

As recently as March 2009, the Supreme Court has expressed a divergence of opinion as to whether the long delays endured by a death row prisoner awaiting execution violate the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution. Not only does a death row inmate ultimately suffer the punishment of execution, he or she also endures a lengthy prison sentence in an isolated, restrictive environment possibly best characterized as “austere.” Indeed, at the time of the Eighth Amendment’s enactment in 1789, it is unlikely that the Framers considered the period between sentencing and execution as a punishment itself, as this generally lasted only days or weeks. However, it seems prudent to re-evaluate the notion that the confinement period before execution does not constitute cruel and unusual punishment when we consider that the waiting period in 2000 approached twelve years.

Rather than viewing the entire capital punishment system as flawed in light of this conclusion — which it is not — we must be willing to investigate the concept of “delay as punishment” on a case-by-case basis in light of the Eighth Amendment. The purpose of this article is to explore a hybrid stance that reconciles Justice Stevens’ and Thomas’ conflicting opinions in Thompson v. McNeil. Part I provides the basis for each Justice’s opinion concerning Thompson in greater detail and examines related Supreme Court cases. Part II explores the issues related to prolonged delays on death row including conditions affecting death row prisoners, penological goal implications, and international trends regarding the delays between sentencing and death. Part III amalgamates the opinions of Justices Thomas and Stevens in light of this analysis and presents a new, practicable solution to the issue of delay on death row.

Background

The Eighth Amendment of the Constitution provides protections to ensure that no “cruel and unusual punishment” will be inflicted upon citizens of the United States. Since the Eighth Amendment’s inception, capital punishment has been a permissible penalty for the most heinous of crimes. As early as 1890, in In re Medley, the Supreme Court recognized that “one of the most horrible feelings . . . is the uncertainty” felt by the prisoner between sentencing and execution. Remarkably, this statement refers to a case in which a prisoner spent only four weeks awaiting execution, a timeframe unheard of in today’s legal system.

Now, over one century later, prisoners serving terms in excess of fifteen, twenty, and thirty years have petitioned the Supreme Court to challenge their sentences based on the Eighth Amendment. However, the response of the Supreme Court is to deny these petitions for writ of certiorari. Each case has conveyed a clear divergence of opinion regarding the applicability of such claims to the Eighth Amendment, thus indicating that this issue deserves further debate and deliberation. Further, it is persuasive that recent trends in international jurisprudence signify an aversion to lengthy terms on death row. In fact, some international cases have gone so far as to call delays of as few as five years prior to execution “lengthy sentences” constituting “cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment.”
I. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF SUPREME COURT JURISPRUDENCE CONCERNING THE DELAY BETWEEN SENTENCING AND EXECUTION

In Lackey v. Texas, Justice Stevens expressed that despite the importance and novelty of the petitioner’s Eighth Amendment challenge considering the seventeen years he had already served on death row, the issue was not yet ripe for a Supreme Court opinion. One explanation for Justice Stevens’ opinion in Lackey may be that the Court often uses denial as a tactic to enable lower courts to act as laboratories before addressing an issue itself. Interestingly, nearly two decades prior to Lackey the Court supported capital punishment in light of the Eighth Amendment largely because it believed the death penalty served the social purposes of retribution and deterrence.

However, one of Justice Stevens’ main aversions to carrying out the death penalty after such great delays was that the prisoner had already received a severe punishment, thus satisfying the penological goal of retribution. Merely sitting on death row for such lengths of time is in itself a mentally taxing punishment. In addition to the arguable satisfaction of retribution, the added deterrent effect of execution after a lengthy incarceration period “seems minimal.” Hence, by Stevens’ logic, the minor returns of actually carrying out the execution after such delay would be cruel and unusual punishment and violative of the Eighth Amendment.

In the fourteen years that passed between Lackey and Thompson, the Supreme Court never granted certiorari on the issue of whether long delays on death row violate the Eighth Amendment. Despite this, Justice Stevens’ opinion in Thompson was that the issue deserved the attention of the Supreme Court. He asserted that the combination of delayed execution with the extreme conditions of death row and the psychological tolls inflicted on a prisoner as his death sentences are removed, then reimposed while he makes his way through the legal system is arguably cruel and unusual. Stevens went so far as to suggest that given the delays in carrying out executions, the death penalty system in the United States was currently “unworkable.”

Conversely, Justice Thomas staunchly supported the notion that prisoners would not suffer overly lengthy sentences on death row but for their purposeful availment to procedure. Hence, these delays, which are the unavoidable result of procedure, should not provide justification for a new Eighth Amendment right, as this would give death row inmates grounds to nullify execution simply by creating further procedural delays. Therefore, despite the lack of constitutional tradition regarding lengthy death row sentences, Thomas contended that because the prisoner had control over his or her own fate, allowing an Eighth Amendment challenge to prevail would make a mockery of our current justice system. “Consistency,” Justice Thomas suggested, “would seem to demand that those who accept our death penalty jurisprudence as a given also accept the length of delay between sentencing and execution as a necessary consequence.”

II. CONDITIONS ON DEATH ROW AND INTERNATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

The situation of death row prisoners is bleak. According to studies, many such prisoners find themselves in cramped cells with little opportunity to exercise or interact with others. Moreover, most prisons only permit this class of inmate to be outside their cells for less than three hours per day.

While at first glance this may seem like the only practical method for confining our arguably most dangerous prisoners, this is not always the case. Some prisons have experimented with allowing death row inmates to participate in work programs and/or desegregating them from the general population. Desegregation has proven to provide positive results benefiting both the prisoner and the overall prison system. Further, the expectation that death row inmates will assault other prisoners because they have “nothing to lose” appears to be unfounded.

However, the conditions on death row often create a sense of despair in prisoners. There is clear evidence that most of these prisoners lack the requisite educational skills to defend themselves in the appeals process without assistance. This disparity may lead to a sense of hopelessness, which has evolved in recent years into a new “condition” known as “death row syndrome.” This phenomenon is a relatively novel legal concept that traces back to the European Court of Human Rights.

Indeed, international jurists have used death row syndrome as a basis for several decisions in human rights and capital punishment cases. Although these jurists have used varying definitions of the condition, all seem to oppose lengthy prison sentences prior to execution. Probably the most notable example occurred in Soering v. United Kingdom, where the United Kingdom denied the extradition of a potential capital punishment prisoner due to the conditions of Virginia’s legal and penitentiary system. While international opinion should certainly not be binding upon United States courts, such opinion should be considered as persuasive evidence as to what the global community believes is a fair policy.

Credit for inception of the term “death row syndrome” as it applies to American legal consciousness stems from the Michael Ross case, in which the prisoner “volunteered” for execution. Ross’ willingness to volunteer for death perplexed some people and they claimed that he suffered from death row syndrome, an issue that had never reached a court prior to Ross’ execution. However, presently this phenomenon has yet to be truly studied and thus remains unsubstantiated. Yet the significance of the death row syndrome and its creation as it pertains to the Eighth
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